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Abstract
When making predictions about ecosystems we often have avai ab e a number of different ecosystem mode s that attempt to represent their dynamics in a detai ed mechanistic
way Each of these can be used as a simu ator of arge sca e experiments and make projections about the fate of ecosystems under different scenarios to support the deve opment of appropriate management strategies However structura differences systematic
discrepancies and uncertainties ead to different mode s giving different predictions This
is further comp icated by the fact that the mode s may not be run with the same functiona groups spatia structure or time sca e Rather than simp y trying to se ect a best
mode or taking some weighted average it is important to exp oit the strengths of each
of the mode s whi e earning from the differences between them To achieve this we
construct a f exib e statistica mode of the re ationships between a co ection of mechanistic mode s and their biases a owing for structura and parameter uncertainty and for
different ways of representing rea ity Using this statistica meta mode we can combine
prior be iefs mode estimates and direct observations using Bayesian methods and make
coherent predictions of future outcomes under different scenarios with robust measures
of uncertainty In this study we take a diverse ensemb e of existing North Sea ecosystem
mode s and demonstrate the uti ity of our framework by app ying it to answer the question what wou d have happened to demersa fish if fishing was to stop
KEYWORDS

Bayesian statistics comp ex mode s mu timode ensemb e mu tispecies mode s simu ation
mode s uncertainty ana ysis

I NTRO D U C TI O N

others is imiting the amount of information avai ab e and therefore

Ecosystem mode s are wide y used to support po icy decisions in-

increasing uncertainty Our aim here is to describe and demonstrate

c uding fisheries and marine environmenta po icies Hyder et a

a framework for combining information from mu tip e ecosystem

Any such mode is imperfect and in order to use it to inform
po icymaking it is important to quantify the uncertainty of its predictions in a robust manner Harwood
Hooten

Stokes

Wi iams

Often severa mode s are avai ab e each embodying

mode s in a coherent way that fo owing Chand er

exp oits

their strengths and discounts their weaknesses
Many methods of combining outputs from different mode s have
been previous y proposed One is to use a democracy of simu ators

some know edge of a given ecosystem but differing in their predic-

Knutti

tions Choosing to use one mode s prediction whi e exc uding the

gard ess of how we it represents the true system and a distribution of

Payne et a

where each mode gets one vote re-
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possib e outputs comes from this Likewise one cou d take an average
of the mode outputs which often outperforms a the individua mode s
Rougier

However some mode s are better at predicting some

outputs than others An a ternative approach is to try and find the best
mode s Johnson

Om and

Payne et a

These methods

INTRODUCTION

1

GENERAL FRAMEWORK

2

Uncertainty in simu ator outputs
Individua discrepancy

imp y that at east one of the mode s is correct in the sense that it can

Shared discrepancy

5

predict the true output Not on y is this a bo d assumption but the addi-

The truth

5

tion of another mode may a ow an area of the output space to become

CASE STUDY

5

probab e when before it was not Thus by increasing the number of

Groups of species

5

mode s there is no guarantee that the uncertainty wi reduce One way

Data and e ements of the statistica mode

6

of deciding which mode is the best is to weight mode s using Bayes

Simu ators

6

factors a so known as Bayesian mode averaging Banner

Ensemb e mode

6

Resu ts

7

Iane i Ho sman Punt

Aydin

As Chand er

Higgs
exp ains there

is genera y no mode better in a respects than the others and so there is
no natura way of assigning a sing e weight to each mode Furthermore

DISCUSSION

8

Genera mode features

if mode outputs are not presented with uncertainty then in the case

Future work and extensions

10

where the truth is a continuous quantity a simu ator wi a most never

Conc usion

11

be correct and thus the probabi ity of getting the true va ue from the
ensemb e is zero In recent past ensemb e mode s have been used to
describe how mode outputs re ated to rea ity Anderson et a
App ying the above methods to ecosystem mode s is not straightforward as different mode s have often been fitted to different data
Iane i et a
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and often their outputs are on different sca es

or represent different dynamica processes which are sometimes in-

mode s rather than statistica descriptors of the outputs Our ap-

tegrated out A further difficu ty in app ying these methods is that

proach invo ves statistica mode ing of the re ationship between an

the ecosystem mode s can have different outputs that are not di-

ensemb e of ecosystem mode s To avoid ambiguity we wi refer

rect y comparab e For examp e who e ecosystem mode s often re-

to the atter henceforth as simu ators and we refer to the way in

duce comp exity through the use of functiona groups Heath

which a simu ator output differs from rea ity as its discrepancy As

whereas partia ecosystem or mu tispecies mode s may focus on a re-

we are interested in measuring uncertainty our statistica mode -

duced number of species B anchard et a

However different

ing wi app y Bayesian inference methods Robert

and our

ecosystem mode s are often deve oped with simi ar under ying the-

ana ysis wi consider any re evant prior know edge as we as simu-

ory e g food web interactions cou d have simi ar dynamics and may

ator outputs that predict what wou d happen in the future under

even be deve oped in the same research groups Heath

different management scenarios The Bayesian approach is sub-

Guirey Gurney

Heath

Speirs

They may a so have simi ar forcing

jective for an introduction to subjective uncertainty and decision

inputs for examp e those coming from g oba regiona physica or

theory Berger

biogeochemica mode s such as those used in mode intercomparison

invo ves obtaining the posterior be iefs of a particu ar individua by

studies Tittensor et a

combining their prior be iefs with information from data and mode -

When combining mode outputs it is

Strict y speaking any fu y Bayesian ana ysis

important to take these simi arities into account rather than treating

ing Depending on the context that individua may be for examp e

the mode s as independent Rougier Go dstein

either a scientist or a po icymaker Our framework inc udes the e ic-

House

Another approach is to think of the ecosystem mode s as coming
from a popu ation of such mode s Chand er
Teba di

Sans

Leith

Chand er

and then describe how the popu ation

differs from rea ity It makes sense that severa mode s in an ensemb e
mode wou d inform one another For examp e one mode m
contain severa demersa fish species and the other m

may

a functiona

itation of prior be iefs to combine with information from the mode
ensemb e a owing different individua s posterior distributions to
be obtained For the purpose of our case study the individua chosen
is one of the authors
In Section

we set up the genera framework and in Section

we

demonstrate the mode by ooking at a specific case study What wou d

group ca ed demersa fish A though m does not exp icit y contain

have happened in the North Sea if we had stopped fishing in

the species At antic cod Gadus morhua Gadidae its re ationship with

conc ude by discussing wider app ications of the approach in Section

We

m may be ab e to te us something about At antic cod indirect y
In other words mode ing the mode s a ows us to samp e the unobserved outputs conditiona on the mode s observed outputs

| G E N E R A L FR A M E WO R K

In this study we describe an ensemb e mode which is based
but which mode s the out-

We think of the avai ab e simu ators as coming from some concep-

puts themse ves varying in form between the different ecosystem

tua popu ation Our a priori be iefs about each one are the same

on the princip es of Chand er

|
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we are treating the simu ators as un abe ed b ack boxes
forma y we regard the simu ators as exchangeab e
et a

More

Ge man

We consider re axing this assumption in Section

| Uncertainty in simu ator outputs
The outputs from simu ator i an ni dimensiona vector u(t)
i may not

This idea is forma ized using a hierarchica mode for more infor-

a ways represent the e ements of x(t)
i its best guess direct y For

mation Ge man et a

to represent the ensemb e of simu a-

examp e the e ements of x(t)
i may represent biomasses of individua

tors However there is no reason to be ieve that the popu ation of

fish species and the e ements of u(t)
i may represent the biomass of

simu ators wi either contain or be centred on the truth Chand er

functiona groups for examp e biomass of demersa fish

so we need to a ow some difference between the popu ation

We say that

of simu ators and the truth

(t)
u(t)
i = fi (xi ),

To describe the re ationship between the simu ators and the
truth we deve oped an ensemb e mode that describes the popu ation of simu ators its dynamics and its re ation with the true quantity
�
, … ,y(t)
of interest We are interested in n true quantities y(t) = (y(t)
n )
1

for examp e the biomass of n species at a time t for times t = 1, … ,T
. We regard m simu ators each giving an output representing the
�
, … ,x(t)
quantities of interest xi(t) = (x(t)
in ) for i = 1, … ,m as coming from
i1

a popu ation with expected output 𝝁(t) = (𝜇1(t) , … ,𝜇n(t) )� the simu ator
consensus To define our ensemb e mode we describe separate y

the difference between y(t) and 𝝁(t) the shared discrepancy and the
(t) simu ator i s individua discrepancy
difference between x(t)
i and 𝝁

Figure

i ustrates an examp e of the ensemb e mode at time t It

can be read as a geometrica representation of how the simu ators
and rea ity re ate to one another see a so Chand er

In the

subsequent subsections we describe the specific detai s of the genera ensemb e mode A summary of the variab es and the mode can
be found in Tab e

FIGURE
A schematic that shows an
examp e of the ensemb e mode at time t.
In this examp e we have four simu ators
that are a ab e to predict the e ements of
y(t) Each simu ator s best guess xi(t)
is observed with parameter uncertainty
where û i(t) is the expected output of the i th
simu ator see Section
The difference
between the i th simu ator s best guess
xi(t) and the simu ator consensus 𝝁(t)
is known as simu ator i s individua
discrepancy and is sp it between its ong
term 𝜸i and short term zi(t) individua
discrepancy see Section
The
difference between the truth y(t) and the
simu ator consensus 𝝁(t) is known as the
shared discrepancy and is divided into
ong term δ and short term 𝜼(t) shared
discrepancy see Section
In addition
we do not direct y observe the truth but
̂ (t)
we do observe a noisy version of it w
see Section

for some simu ator specific function fi ( ⋅ ) For examp e if the e e(t)
ments of u(t)
i are e ements of xi or are sums of those e ements per-

haps with some resca ing then the re ationship is inear
(t)
u(t)
i = Mi xi ,

where Mi is an ni × n matrix For other examp es see Tab e
In genera the simu ators are run with uncertain inputs and parameter va ues This eads to uncertainty in the outputs and is common y known as parameter uncertainty We say that
̂ (t)
u(t)
+ 𝝐 ui ,
i =u
i
for t ∈ Si where 𝝐ui has expectation 0 and is samp ed from a simu ator

specific distribution and û (t)
i is the expectation of the i th simu a-

tor s output at time t The simu ator specific distribution is found
from fitting the simu ator to a finite data set Spence B ackwe
B anchard

Thorpe Le Quesne Luxford Co ie

Jennings

or by performing sensitivity ana ysis of the simu ator inputs
Morris Speirs Cameron

Heath

|
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Variable

Dimension

Times

Description

Re ationship

y(t)

n

t

T

The truth

y(t) = y(t−1) + 𝝐Λ,t

w(t)

ny

t

T

Possib y incomp ete
version of the truth

w(t) = fy (y(t) )

̂ i(t)
w

ny

t ∈ S0

Noisy observation of w(t)

̂ (t) |w(t) )
̂ (t) ∼ p(w
w

δ

n

NA

Long term shared
discrepancy

𝜼(t)

n

t

T

Short term shared
discrepancy

𝜼(t) = R𝜂 𝜼(t−1) + 𝝐𝜂,t

𝝁(t)

n

t

T

Simu ator consensus

𝝁(t) = y(t) + 𝜹 + 𝜼(t)

𝜸i

n

NA

zi(t)

n

t

T

Simu ator i s short term
individua discrepancy

zi(t) = Ri z(t−1)
+ 𝝐z,t,i
i

x(t)
i

n

t

T

Simu ator i s best guess

(t)
(t)
x(t)
i = 𝝁 + 𝜸i + zi

u(t)
i

ni

t

T

Simu ator i s incomp ete
version of x(t)
i

(t)
u(t)
i = fi (xi )

û i(t)

ni

t ∈ Si

The expectation of
simu ator i s output u(t)
i

ui(t) = û i(t) + 𝝐ui

TA B L E
A summary of the variab es in
the ensemb e mode The ensemb e mode
is run for t = 1 … T

Simu ator i s ong term
individua discrepancy

TA B L E
A summary of the simu ators their outputs used in the case study the simu ator specific function ui(t) = fi xi(t) = Mi 10xi and a
reference to where the parameter uncertainty Σi was ca cu ated
(t)

Reference for
Simu ator

Description

Outputs

Mi

EcoPath with
EcoSim EwE

Tota biomass is mode ed at
the species eve

1) Common demersal
2) Sole
Monkfish etc.
Sum of Poor cod and Rays and Other
demersal fish
for t

⎛1
⎜0
M1 = ⎜
0
⎜
⎝0

mizer

Tota weight is mode ed in
weight c asses by species

1) Common demersal
2) Sole
for t

FishSUMs

Abundance in ength c asses
is mode ed by species

1) Common demersal
for t

M3 = ( 1

0

0

0

0)

This study see
Supporting
information
Appendix B

StrathE E

Biomass is mode ed for
different functiona groups

1) Sum of Common demersal Sole Monkfish
etc. Poor cod and Rays and Other demersal fish
for t

M4 = ( 1

1

1

1

1)

This study see
Supporting
information
Appendix B

LeMans

Abundance in ength c asses
is mode ed by species

1) Common demersal
2) Sole
Monkfish etc.
Poor cod and Rays
for t

⎛1
⎜0
M5 = ⎜
0
⎜
⎝0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0
0
1

0⎞
0⎟
0⎟
⎟
0⎠

Thorpe et a

the simu ator consensus

𝝁(t)

(

1
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0
0
1

0⎞
0⎟
0⎟
⎟
1⎠

0
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

)

Mackinson
P atts Garcia
and Lynam

Spence et a

z(t)
i . 𝜸i is an n dimensiona random variab e with expectation 0 and

| Individua discrepancy
At time t the difference between simu ator i s best guess

M2 =

Σi

x(t)
i

and

is simu ator i s individua discrepancy

(t)
(t)
x(t)
i − 𝜇 = 𝜸 i + zi

This divides the individua discrepancy between the ong term individua discrepancy 𝜸i and the short term individua discrepancy

(t+1)
covariance C It seems natura to a ow z(t)
to be dependi and zi

ent on each other for examp e if at time t z(t)
i was ess than 0
then we might a so expect z(t+1)
to be ess than 0 With this in
i
mind we say that z(t)
i fo ows a stationary auto regressive mode
of order
(t−1)
z(t)
+ 𝝐z,t,i ,
i = Ri zi

|
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for t > 1 where each 𝝐z,t,i is an independent n dimensiona random variab e centred on 0 with covariance Λi and Ri is an n × n matrix with the
constraint such that Ri is stab e that is limk→∞ Rki = 0. Ri and Λi describe
the dynamics of simu ator i with Ri ∼ gR ( ⋅ ) and Λi ∼ gΛ ( ⋅ ) for some

w(t) = fy (y(t) )
(t)

(t)

̂ |y(t) ) = p(w
̂ |w(t) ).
and p(w
For examp e if w(t) is some inear transformation of y(t) then

distributions gR and gΛ At t = 1 z(1)
i is samp ed from the stationary distribution of the auto regressive mode described in Equation

See

Supporting information Appendix A for more detai s This formu ation

w(t) = My y(t)
where My is an ny × n matrix

means that the expectation of the ong run behaviour of the individua
discrepancy is the ong term individua discrepancy that is

| C A S E S T U DY

(t+k) (t)
|𝜸i + z(t)
|zi )
limk→∞ E(𝜸i + z(t+k)
i
i ) =𝜸i + limk→∞ E(zi

We i ustrate our mode by ooking at a prob em where a scientist

=𝜸i + E(zi(t) )

needs to forma y summarize uncertain mode resu ts for examp e to

=𝜸i .

present to other scientists or to decision makers about what wou d
happen to the biomass of demersa species in the North Sea if fishing were to stop comp ete y in

We use outputs from five eco-

system simu ators Ecopath with Ecosim EwE Lynam

| Shared discrepancy

mizer B anchard et a

The shared discrepancy the difference between the simu ator consensus 𝝁(t) and truth y(t) is sp it up into the ong term shared dis-

StrathE E Heath Speirs

Stee e

Mackinson

FishSUMs Speirs et a
and LeMans Thorpe et a

see Supporting information Appendix B for more detai s
about the simu ators as we as data from the Internationa Bottom

crepancy δ and the short term shared discrepancy 𝜼(t) that is

Traw Survey IBTS

y(t) − 𝝁(t) = 𝜹 + 𝜼(t) .
The short term shared discrepancy is described by a stationary
auto regressive mode of order

ICES Database of Traw Surveys DATRAS

In this examp e one of the authors JLB has taken this ro e
Her prior be iefs are e icited and expressed as a prior distribution
and the posterior distribution captures her uncertainty about the future of the ecosystem in this scenario give the re ationships among

𝜼(t) = R𝜂 𝜼(t−1) + 𝝐𝜂,t ,
for t > 1 where R𝜂 is stab e and 𝝐𝜂,t is an n dimensiona random variab e
centred on 0 with covariance Δ At t = 1 𝜼(1) is samp ed from the stationary distribution of the auto regressive mode described in Equation
See Supporting information Appendix A for more detai s This formu ation means that the expectation of the ong run behaviour of the
shared discrepancy is the ong term shared discrepancy that is

the simu ators and observations

| Groups of species
The five simu ators represent demersa fish in different ways with
different species reso ution and coverage A though our main interest is in demersa fish co ective y we need to represent the state of
the ecosystem at a reso ution that enab es us to ink these simu ator
outputs together

limk→∞ E(𝜹 + 𝜼(t+k) |𝜹 + 𝜼(t) ) =𝜹 + limk→∞ E(𝜼(t+k) |𝜼(t) )

In representing the state of the ecosystem it wou d be com-

=𝜹 + E(𝜼(t) )

putationa y inefficient to treat each species separate y given that

=𝜹.

we are interested in demersa fish in aggregate Instead we can
reduce the dimension of the prob em by grouping the species together This grouping needs to have the property that any simu a-

| The truth

tor output that we can use can be expressed as the sum of one or

In the absence of any simu ators our prior be iefs for the truth at
time t y(t) fo ow a random wa k

more of our groups The groups do not necessari y need to have
any direct bio ogica interpretation provided the groups meet the
criterion above and a ow us to represent the quantities of inter-

y(t) = y(t−1) + 𝝐Λ,t ,

est here demersa fish given by the sum of a groups the pre-

for t > 1 where each 𝝐Λ,t is centred on 0 with covariance Λy At t = 1

cise choice wi not affect the answer obtained For computationa

the truth y(1) fo ows a generic prior distribution p(y(1) ).

efficiency we choose the minimum number of groups that meets

At times t ∈ S0 there are ny noisy and possib y indirect observa-

this criterion whi e covering a demersa species For examp e we

̂ (t) of the truth which come from some distribution p(w
̂ (t) |y(t) )
tions w

grouped together monkfish ong rough dab emon so e and witch

that is prob em specific and is caused by data uncertainty Li

Wu

because they a occur in exact y the same simu ators as individua

̂ (t) may not be the same as that of y(t) for
The e ements of w

species in EwE and LeMans and imp icit y in StrathE E but are not

examp e if observations are incomp ete or aggregated We assume

contained in any arger set of species for which this is true This

that the samp ing distribution of observations depends on the truth

minima set consists of five groups which we wi mode exp icit y

through some function fy ( ⋅ ) such that

The groups are as fo ows

|
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1. Common demersal

These are At antic cod

Gadus morhua

Gadidae haddock Melanogrammus aeglefinus Gadidae whiting
Merlangius merlangus Gadidae
markii

Gadidae

European

simu ator s output is assumed to be norma y distributed on the log10
sca e

Norway pout Trisopterus esp aice

Pleuronectes

platessa

P euronectidae common dab Limanda limanda P euronectidae
and grey gurnard Eutrigla gurnardus Trig idae

log10 ui(t) ∼ N( log10 û i(t) ,Σi )
with Σi fitted based on running simu ator i many times Chand er
Leith

Chand er

However if this was not the case Σi

cou d be estimated within the hierarchica system

2. Sole This is common so e Solea solea So eidae
3. Monkfish etc. These are monkfish Lophius piscatorius Lophiidae
ong rough dab
emon so e

| Ensemb e mode

Hippoglossoides platessoides P euronectidae

Microstomus kitt

P euronectidae

and

witch

Glyptocephalus cynoglossus P euronectidae
4. Poor Cod and Rays These are poor cod Trisopterus minutus
Gadidae starry rays Amblyraja radiata Rajidae and cuckoo rays
Leucoraja naevus Rajidae
5. Other demersal fish This consists of a other demersa fish
We consider the tota biomass densities for each of these groups
in tonnes per square ki ometre mode ed on the og sca e to base

Each e ement of x(t)
i is the best guess of simu ator i of the e ements of
y(t) for t = 1968, … ,2100 in og base

tonnes per km squared of wet

biomass In this examp e we expect each of the simu ators to converge
to its own steady state given that a externa drivers are constant This
means that in Equation
towards

we expect Ri to tend towards

and Λi to tend

Furthermore if a simu ator reaches a stationary state before

it has stopped running then we know that it wi be in that state forever
Simu ator i s individua discrepancy 𝜸i + z(t)
i is thus mode ed as

for ease of interpretation

𝜸i ∼ N(0,C)
and

| Data and e ements of the statistica mode

{
z(t)
i ∼

The IBTS data were extracted as in Fung Farnsworth Reid and
Rossberg

to revea the tota catch on the survey for each

of the five groups for the first

in the North Sea is not trivia and these va ues are often mu tip ied by catchabi ity coefficients Wa ker Maxwe
Jennings

which are themse ves uncertain and mode based
and therefore the tota catch from the IBTS survey

is enough provided we assume that catchabi ity coefficients are
constant over time Thus each e ement of yt represents the og to
base

if 2014 ≥ t.

hz (Ri ,k,t) = Ri + (1 − Ri )(1 − hΛ (t,ki ))
and

Le Quesne

In this examp e we are on y interested in the biomass density re ative to

if t ≤ 2013,

N(hz (Ri ,ki ,t)zit−1 ,hΛ (t,ki )Λi )

where

and third quarter

How this va ue re ates to the true biomass density

N(Ri z(t−1)
,Λi )
i

)
(
hΛ(t,ki ) = exp{−ki t − 2013 }.
This is saying that after the end of fishing the variance of the truth of
model i reduces and the amount that the ast va ue of z(t)
i re ates to the
next moves towards by a factor of exp (ki ) each year We take ki ∈ [0,6]
as there is not much difference numerica y if ki goes above

of the tota biomass tonnes per ki ometre squared for one

of our groups of species averaged over year t re ative to

ki ∕6 ∼ Beta(ak ,bk ).
The diagona e ements of Ri fa between −1 and

Therefore

Ri + 1
2

(t)

w(t) = fy (y(t) ) = 10y .
The measurement error on the observations of the truth is assumed
to be norma y distributed on the log10 sca e such that
(
)
̂ (t) ∕w
̂ (2010) ∼ N(y(t) ,Σy ),
log10 w
for t ≠ 2010 In this work we take Σy to be
na e ements and

og10

with

∼ Beta(aR ,bR )

and the off diagona e ements are set to

The simu ator specific

variance parameter Λi is decomposed into a diagona matrix of variances Πi and a corre ation matrix Pi such that
Λi = Πi Pi Πi .

on the diago-

on the off diagona e ements This was chosen so

that it means that the standard deviation of the true biomass wou d
be

with

The form of the prior distribution for the jth diagona e ement of
Πi was
𝜋ij ∼ Gamma(𝛼𝜋,j ,𝛽𝜋,j ).

of the actua amount caught

Distributions over corre ation matrices are comp icated by the mathematica requirement of positive definiteness In practice we specify

| Simu ators

separate priors on the e ements and then condition on positive defi-

We have outputs from five different simu ators a of which have been
run with zero fishing pressure from

niteness the unconditiona prior for the j,kth e ement of Pi is given by

onwards A short summary

of the simu ators their outputs with respect to this case study and
their simu ator specific function fi ( ⋅ ) can be found in Tab e

The i th

𝜌ijk + 1
2

∼

{

Beta(a𝜌jk ,b𝜌jk )

if j ≠ k,

1

otherwise.

|
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The difference between the truth at time t and the corresponding
simu ator consensus

𝝁(t)

described in O Hagan et a

and A hussain and Oak ey

Detai s of the prior e icitation can be found in Supporting informa-

is then

tion Appendix C Due to the dimensiona ity and corre ation of the

)
( (t) ) ( (t)
y − 𝝁 − 𝝁(2010) = 𝜼(t) + 𝜹

uncertain parameter space we fitted the mode using No U turn
Hami tonian Monte Car o Hoffman

with

Stan Ge man Lee

Ge man

in the package

Guo

𝜼(t) ∼ N(R𝜂 𝜼(t−1) ,Δ𝜂 ).
When the fishing is turned off we are particu ar y uncertain about

| Resu ts

what wi happen thus we wi remove any direct re ation between yt

The ensemb e mode predictions show changes in the uncertainty

and yt+1 beyond that time We wi say that

of re ative biomass over time for each group of species inc uding

𝝁(t) ∼ N(𝝁(t−1) ,hΛ (t,k𝜇 )Δ𝜇 )

projections fo owing a fishing c osure in

where k𝜇 ∈ [0,6] so that the simu ator consensus reaches a stationary point as the individua simu ators do
ua in this case JLB Her prior be iefs were e icited using the method

sal fish increase fo owing the fishery c osure as this group contains
many species targeted by fisheries
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FIGURE
Estimates of the og biomass of each group of species re ative to
The so id ine is the median and the dotted ines are
the upper and ower quarti es The first vertica ine is at
the year that we first have data and the second ine is in
the simu ated
cessation of fishing
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According to the ensemb e mode the probabi ity that there wi
be a greater tota biomass of common demersal in
is

There is a simi ar number for sole

than in

and for monkfish etc.

but it is ower for poor cod and rays

and for the other

demersal species

tota demersa biomass under the assumption that the groups had
the same catchabi ity coefficients Figure

Again there is high

uncertainty about whether the biomass wi grow re ative to the
biomass in

However what it was before

is a so quite

uncertain This is because of the uncertainty in the popu ations of

The ensemb e mode a so predicts what happened before

Other demersal species.

the data that is it gives posterior distributions for the actua va -

The median best guess of each of the simu ators can a so be

ues given the imperfect data and the simu ator runs On y sole and

compared across the different simu ators Figure

common demersal are output by simu ators prior to

and this is

dicts quite a arge increase in common demersal despite not exp icit y

ref ected in the increased uncertainty as we move further back in

outputting it Mizer does not do a very good job of predicting the

time from

dynamics of sole therefore the dynamics of the simu ator consensus

The uncertainty in the prediction increases the further away from

do not match the dynamics of mizer

the observations of the truth both when projecting and hindcasting The uncertainty a so increases when there are fewer simu ators

StrathE E pre-

The posterior predictive distribution for the re ative truth in
for common demersal and monkfish etc. are positive y corre ated with

that give outputs A of the simu ators give outputs for the common

each other

demersal group four exp icit y and one imp icit y and therefore we

thing about the common demersal group wou d te you something

a beit weak y This suggests that earning some-

are more certain about what wi happen to it in the future than for

about monkfish etc Hence the mizer simu ator gives some informa-

poor cod and rays where on y three simu ators predict va ues for the

tion regarding the monkfish etc. despite not actua y predicting it

future and on y one exp icit y The uncertainty is highest for other de-

See Supporting information Appendix D for the other corre ations

mersal species This is understandab e as on y two simu ators predict

between the groups

va ues for this group of species neither of which does so exp icit y
The abso ute tota biomass of demersa species is difficu t to

| D I S CU S S I O N

ca cu ate here without information on the discrepancy between the
simu ator consensus and the truth A though survey data are avai ab e their re ationship with the truth depends on the varying and

By treating the simu ator outputs as coming from a popu ation of simu-

unknown catchabi ity coefficients for each of the groups A though

ators and mode ing this popu ation we have presented in this study

catchabi ities can be estimated for simp icity here we examine the

a genera way of combining ecosystem simu ators to inform scientists

1
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FIGURE
The tota biomass of
demersa species as predicted by the
mode s re ative to
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The median best guess for the simu ators xi for mizer b ack FishSUMs purp e LeMans green EwE red and StrathE E
pink and the median simu ator consensus 𝝁 and its quarti es in so id grey and dotted grey respective y

and decision makers about the consequences of management strate-

whether it is exp icit y mode ed or not by the simu ator For examp e in

gies Our mode combines many different simu ators exp oiting their

the case study StrathE E on y mode s the tota demersa species Using

strengths and discounting their weaknesses Chand er

information from the other simu ators regarding the breakdown of de-

to provide

synthetic and comprehensive information to support decision making

mersa species and how the dynamics between species work the ensemb e mode can say what StrathE E wou d predict on a species eve
In the case study EwE and StrathE E both imp icit y predict groups of

| Genera mode features

species For EwE it is the sum of poor cod and rays and other demersal

One of the difficu ties in bui ding an ensemb e mode with ecosystem

and for StrathE E it is the sums of a of the groups As with the simu a-

simu ators is that the simu ator outputs are often done on different

tors that do not predict specific groups we are ab e to infer what these

sca es and are not direct y comparab e for examp e StrathE E mode s

simu ators predict about imp icit groups through corre ations earned

groups of species e g pe agic demersa whereas mizer mode s major

from other simu ators In this sense the mizer mode which on y pre-

species individua y Our approach un ike existing methods of combin-

dicts common demersal and sole gives information about how StrathE E

ing simu ators e g Bayesian mode averaging Banner

divides its demersa species and therefore gives some information about

Iane i et a

Higgs

a ows us to combine outputs from these wide y

other groups Therefore if we were interested in what wou d happen to

differing simu ators We achieve this by mode ing what each simu ator

the other demersa s if we were to stop fishing we shou d inc ude a the

wou d predict for each of the groups of species we are interested in

simu ators despite on y two of them predicting it

|
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Simu ators that are predictab y wrong are more informative than

here we checked that the dynamics of the biomasses prior to
fo owed JLB s be iefs

those that are unpredictab y wrong even if the atter are ess wrong
in the abso ute sense In our framework we distinguish between

When bui ding the ensemb e mode how the species groups are

short term and ong term individua discrepancies which a ows

decided depends on the question being asked In the case study we

us to distinguish between predictab y wrong simu ators with sma

were interested in what wou d happen to demersa fish if we were to

short term individua discrepancies zi and unpredictab y wrong

stop fishing so we grouped the species into as few groups as possi-

simu ators Furthermore we a ow the short term individua discrep-

b e However if we were interested in another question for exam-

ancies to be different for each group thus a owing a simu ator to

p e if we had been interested in what wou d happen to commercia

contribute to the ensemb e mode for groups that it is informative

fish we wou d divide the species into groups with commercia and

about and be ignored for groups that it is not In the case study mizer

noncommercia fish conditioned on species in each group being pre-

does not predict the dynamics of sole very we and so the simu a-

sented in exact y the same simu ators As the number of groups in-

tor consensus 𝝁 on y weak y fo ows the mizer predictions On the

creases the dimensions of the covariance matrices increase so we

other hand mizer does a reasonab e job of predicting the dynamics

advise that the number ofgroups be kept to a minimum as this wou d

of common demersal and therefore it contributes more to the simu a-

aid computation time and require ess simu ators and prior e icitation

tor consensus for this group Thus the ensemb e mode exp oits mizer s strengths common demersal and discounts its weaknesses sole.
The ensemb e mode enab es forma quantification of uncertainty
This uncertainty ref ects a specific individua s updated be iefs having

Using the ensemb e mode deve oped here there is no need
to identify the ``best mode
Dickey Co as Payne Trenke

driven by the question being asked
Nash

but one shou d in-

c ude a avai ab e simu ators Rather than deve oping many simu-

observed the simu ators and the observation data Robert

ation mode s to answer different specific questions the ensemb e

The individua cou d be a scientist or a decision maker and cou d be

mode can be designed to answer the question at hand thus reducing

informed by mu tip e experts A bert et a

computationa costs Furthermore as the ensemb e mode imp icit y

Such a framework

cou d be used to he p communicate uncertainty or enab e decision

weights the simu ators by their strengths and weaknesses it is bet-

makers to direct y quantify risks and therefore eva uate management

ter for a simu ator to be good at mode ing one aspect of the ecosys-

trade offs more rigorous y Fink e

tem rather than being average at mode ing many things Anderson

Harwood

Stokes

The ensemb e mode takes account of uncertainty from each of the

et a

Due to tractabi ity it is not possib e to exp icit y show

simu ators through parameter uncertainty and structura uncer-

these weightings in the case study presented here for an examp e of

tainty data uncertainty through noisy and possib y indirect observa-

weightings in a more tractab e examp e see Chand er

tions of the truth and uncertainty in the ensemb e mode parameters

The nature of the different ecosystem simu ators capturing dif-

As the simu ators are describing the same system we might

ferent processes can imit the number of mode s avai ab e to run

expect the dynamics in the individua discrepancies to be simi ar

certain scenarios e g in c imate scenarios where some but not a

To ref ect this we a ow the short term individua discrepancies to

the simu ators contain inks to temperature If we were interested in

come from some under ying distribution Furthermore in ecosystems

one of the scenarios that a specific simu ator was unab e to run we

simu ators the dynamics may be simi ar in direction but ike y not in

shou d sti inc ude that simu ators in the ensemb e mode as it gives

magnitude To inc ude this information in the case study we sp it the

information about how species interact with one another as we as

short term individua discrepancies Λi into corre ations and magni-

the state of the ecosystem up unti the current time To inc ude this

tude Equation

a owing different eve s of confidence for each

simu ator in the ensemb e we cou d earn about how it differs from

We used beta distributions for each of the off diagona e ements of

the simu ators that were ab e to run the specific scenario and in-

the corre ation matrix and then conditioned on positive definiteness

crease a simu ator s parameter uncertainty Σi as a function of time

This enab ed us to earn about each e ement of the corre ation matrix

with in the future Szuwa ski

Thorson

separate y which is not possib e in other formu ations of the covariance matrix A varez Niemi

Simpson

By acknow edging

these features of simu ators we were ab e to better quantify the
uncertainty

| Future work and extensions
Some ecosystem simu ators are more simi ar than others for ex-

It was a so important to use informative priors as none of the
simu ators exp icit y mode other demersal As there is no ower
bound on the og sca e for the va ues of the best guess of other

amp e there are a number of size based simu ators in the marine
iterature B anchard et a

Scott B anchard

Andersen

that are very simi ar which may vio ate the exchangeabi ity

demersal we required some prior information about the distribu-

assumption made in Section

tion of the standard deviations Π This does suggest that the en-

to the ensemb e mode that wou d a ow such simu ators to have

Additiona hierarchy cou d be added

semb e prediction is somewhat based on that of the priors for Λi. In

more simi ar discrepancies In c imate science where the simu ators

practice we suggest checking that your ensemb e mode predicts

are very simi ar to one another and phy ogenetic trees show the de-

in a way that the decision maker be ieves before observing the

ve opment history of each simu ator Knutti Masson

truth simi ar to the hypothetica data method of Kadane Dickey
Wink er Smith and Peters

In the case study described

Demetriou

Gette man

added additiona hierarchy a owing c ose y

re ated simu ators to have simi ar discrepancies They found that the
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major source of uncertainty was due to the shared discrepancy and
the resu ts of the ensemb e mode were c ose to when a the simu ators were assumed to be exchangeab e

Steven Mackinson
Natalia Serpetti

http
http

orcid org
orcid org

In this study we have demonstrated the ideas and methods in

Robert B. Thorpe

http

orcid org

cases where the quantities of interest are of fair y ow dimension

Paul G. Blackwell

http

orcid org

and have joint Gaussian distributions However with the increased
efficiency of new statistica software and a gorithms Giro ami
Ca derhead

it is possib e to address arger prob ems invo ving

more genera distributions
The framework presented here is not exc usive to ecosystem
simu ators in fisheries but can be used to combine any mechanistic simu ators in many areas of eco ogy e g individua based mode s
Rai sback

Grimm

or even other areas of research such as sys-

tems bio ogy Kuepfer Peter Sauer

Ste ing

ogy Less er Azman Grabowski Sa je

and epidemio -

Rodriguez Barraquer

| Conc usion
This work a ows for a synthesis of many mode ing studies that have
been and are being conducted in such a way that we can obtain more
ho istic know edge over a wide scope of comp ex eco ogica systems
It a so a ows for inc uding a forma quantitative understanding of
uncertainties and know edge gaps This enab es us to make comprehensive mode projections that take into account a that we have
earnt from the simu ators co ective y
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